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June 29, 2020
VIA Regulations.gov Portal
Stefan Passantino, Chair
Cultural Property Advisory Committee
Cultural Heritage Center (ECA/P/C)
U.S. Department of State
2200 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
Re: Meeting of the Cultural Property Advisory Committee Regarding Renewal of
Memorandum of Understanding with the Republic of Italy, Federal Register: (Volume
85, Number 110 (Pages 24797-24798))
Dear Mr. Passantino and Cultural Property Advisory Committee Members:
I am writing on behalf of the International Association of Professional Numismatists
(“IAPN”)1 concerning the Cultural Property Advisory Committee’s (“CPAC’s”) review of a
renewal of a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) with the Republic of Italy (“Italy”).
A MOU has been in place for 20 years. Another extension will make it 25. Enough is
enough. Any benefit import restrictions have provided to deter looting are now outweighed by
the damage they do to lawful collecting, and the people to people contacts and appreciation of
Italian culture it fosters.
The IAPN is a nonprofit organization of the leading international numismatic firms founded in 1951. It was
formed in the aftermath of WW II to help reestablish relationships amongst professional numismatists that had
been badly frayed during years of conflict. The objectives of IAPN are the development of a healthy and
prosperous numismatic trade conducted according to the highest standards of business ethics and commercial
practice, the encouragement of scientific research and the propagation of numismatics, and the creation of lasting
and friendly relations amongst professional numismatists around the world. IAPN members promise “[t]o
guarantee that good title accompanies all items sold, and never knowingly to deal in any item stolen from a public
or private collection or reasonably suspected to be the direct product of an illicit excavation, and to conduct
business in accordance with the laws of the countries in which they do business.” The IAPN has approximately
100 member firms around the world in 23 countries, including 24 in the U.S and 6 in Italy. More about the IAPN
may be found on the internet at http://www.iapn-coins.org.
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Of course, IAPN is particularly interested in how CPAC addresses the issue of historical
coins, which are probably amongst the most common ancient artifacts. Leaving aside
whether coins that exist in many multiples can be restricted under the CPIA’s “cultural
significance” test, or whether there are alternatives to import restrictions, such as the
establishment of a Portable Antiquity Scheme, the critical issue is whether it is proper to
assume coins of types struck or sometimes found in Italy were in fact “first discovered” there
so that they would be subject to Italian “export control.” 19 U.S.C. § 2601.
This is particularly true for issues from Roman Imperial mints operating in Italy. Such
coins were never intended to circulate only within the confines of modern-day Italian nation
state. Indeed, a search of the Ashmolean Museum’s online database of Coin Hoards of
the Roman Empire (http://chre.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/hoard/) reveals that of the 2,199 hoards
mapped in CHRE, only 62 (2.8%) containing coins from Roman Imperial Mints located in
Italy were found within the borders of the modern Republic of Italy. This would make
any restrictions imposed upon them solely predicated on where they were made or are
sometimes found completely contrary to the CPIA’s statutory intent. Ancient Coin Collectors
Guild v. U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“ACCG v. CBP”), 801 F. Supp. 2d 383, 407 n.
25 (D. Md. 2011) (“Congress only authorized the imposition of import restrictions on objects
that were ‘first discovered within, and [are] subject to the export control by the State Party.”).
In any event, CPAC should advocate dropping current restrictions on Greek, early
Republican and early Imperial era provincial coins struck in Italy which were imposed without
CPAC’s knowledge or consent. At a minimum, all coins which circulated in quantity outside
the confines of modern Italy should be delisted. In addition, under no circumstances should
this renewal be used as an excuse to impose new import restrictions on late Roman
Republican and Roman Imperial coins. These coins were indisputably used throughout
Europe, the Middle East and even parts of Asia. They have been actively and legally collected
since at least the Renaissance. They “belong” not to Italy, but to us all.
To the extent CPAC nonetheless approves of restrictions, CPAC should provide explicit
direction to U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”), the U.S. Government enforcement
agency, to ensure coins are not repatriated to the modern Italian nation state merely because
they are of types found on some designated list. In particular, any import restrictions on types
that circulated as trade coins and which, therefore, cannot be assumed to be found in Italy
must be framed explicitly to ensure that they only apply to coins actually found in Italy—and
hence which are also subject to the export control of Italian authorities. 19 U.S.C. §§ 2601,
2604.
CPAC should also promote the lawful exchange of cultural artifacts. Over the past 20
years, Italy has failed to honor its commitment to make it easier to export archaeological
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objects lawfully available for sale within Italy itself. CPAC should not give the Italian
bureaucracy yet another pass, and end all restrictions on coins if Italy refuses to immediately
facilitate the legal export of ancient coins openly available for sale within Italy itself. In addition,
CPAC should recognize the obvious ramifications of Italy’s membership in the European Union
(“E.U.”). Coins on the current designated list that are widely and legally sold within Italy itself
are also freely traded and sold around the E.U. and under E.U. law may be traded outside the
E.U. from other E.U. Member states, with or without an export license according to local law.
CPAC, the State Department and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) should honor
these E.U. export controls, which, after all, are also binding on Italy as an E.U. member under
Italian law. This can easily be accomplished by making any renewal subject to E.U. export
controls.
I.

Background
A. Coins and Collecting

Coinage originated in Asia Minor sometime around the 7th c. B.C. This innovation
spread to the Greek Islands and the Greek Mainland before reaching the Greek Colonies
situated in present-day Southern Italy and Sicily circa 550 B.C. From there, Rome adopted the
idea, and with its military expansion soon became one of the most prolific issuers of coinage in
history. After Rome fell, Germanic rulers, the Byzantines, the Papacy, and a host of Italian city
states, Kingdoms and Dukedoms within Italy issued considerable amounts of coinage. It was
not until 1860 with the Unification that one coinage was struck again for all of Italy.
1.

Early Coinage

The earliest period of coinage stretched from the 6th to the 3rd c. B.C. During this
period, Greek City states struck attractive coins in S. Italy and Sicily, Carthaginians struck their
own coins based on Greek types in Western Sicily, and the Etruscans and Latin and Celtic
tribes struck coins in Central and Northern Italy.
Large, silver tetradrachms of warring Syracuse and Carthage are particularly plentiful
because these coins were used to pay opposing mercenary armies. Until the middle of the 5th
c. B.C., all coins were made of silver, but around 440 B.C. fiduciary bronze coins began to be
minted along with emergency issues of gold, which again was mostly minted to pay for military
expenditures.
2.

Roman Coinage

Native Italian and Sicilian tribes used bronze as a medium of exchange. Following this
tradition, the earliest Roman coinage was in the form of cast bronze. Over time, however, as
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Roman armies conquered S. Italy and Sicily, Rome adopted Greek style coinage, produced at
various mints in Italy, Sicily and Sardinia.
During the Second Punic War, Rome introduced the silver denarius, which became the
principal coin of the later Roman Republic as well as the first three centuries of the Roman
Empire. In addition to the denarius, the Republic struck extensive bronze coinages and
emergency gold issues. The Late Republic and Empire also struck numerous gold aurei which
were used to store wealth.
After 200 BC, Rome acted as the principal mint for the Republic and Empire. Once
Octavian defeated Anthony and Cleopatra to become sole ruler of the Roman world and as
Augustus Rome’s first emperor, he reformed the coinage, establishing a system of gold, silver
and bronze coins, anchored on the silver denarius, which was to survive for more than 200
years. Chiefly due to military expenditures, Roman coinage struck during the Imperial period
was truly vast.2
Under Augustus, Roman coins continued to be struck occasionally outside of Rome, but
after his reign only two main Imperial mints at Rome and Lugdunum (today Lyon in France),
survived. Other mints outside of Italy were occasionally opened during periods of civil war, but
otherwise coin production for the entire Empire remained centralized, and after the closure of
the Lugdunum mint during the reign of Vespasian, Rome remained the primary Imperial mint
for three centuries.
Economic pressures brought on by barbarian invasion and civil war eventually eroded
the Roman monetary system. In the third century, a new coin of lower silver content but higher
For example, one scholar has estimated the output of Roman gold Aurei and Silver Denarii by reign A.D. 64-180
as follows:
2

Reign

Aurei
(millions)

Per
year

Denarii
(millions)

Per
Year

Nero, 64-8
Vespasian
Trajan
Hadrian
A. Pius
M. Aurelius

32.26
34.33
24.03
22.70
32.42
23.70

8.07
3.61
1.23
1.11
1.41
1.24

31.9
357.6
362.9
319.3
442.7
294.8

8.0
37.6
18.6
15.6
19.2
15.5

Combined
value in
sesterces
(millions)
3,353
4,864
3,855
3,548
5,013
3,549

Per
Yea
r
838
512
197
173
218
187

Gold: silver
ratio (by
aggregate
weight)
1:0.45
1:4.8
1:6.9
1:5.4
1:6.3
1:5.7

Richard Duncan Jones, Money and Government in the Roman Empire 167 (Cambridge University Press 1994).
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value featuring an imperial portrait with a crown of rays, the double denarius or antoninianus,
was introduced. Soon thereafter, as Rome faced a period of crisis, bronze denominations
disappeared altogether to be replaced by debased antoninianii.
In the late 3rd c. A.D. Rome rebounded under a series of tough military emperors. One
of these military rulers, the Emperor Diocletian, reformed the monetary system by
reintroducing a pure silver coin known as the silique and a new, larger base silver coin,
typically called the follis. Pure gold coins called solidi were also struck during this period. After
Constantine converted to Christianity, Roman coins exhibited Christian imagery. To help keep
up with the need for increased production to pay the troops and to buy peace from barbarians,
local provincial issues in the Eastern part of the Empire were terminated. In their place,
Imperial issues were turned out in vast numbers from new mints in the provinces along with
ones established within Italy at Aquilea, Ostia and Ravenna. During the period 350-400 A.D.
bronze, silver silique and gold solidi were struck in abundant quantities. During the 5th c.
mostly only gold and bronze coins were struck.
3.

The Fall of the Western Roman Empire

Romulus (475-76 A.D.) proved to be the last Roman Emperor to rule in Italy. Thereafter,
Germanic Ostrogothic kings began to strike coins imitative of Roman Imperial issues. Under
the Ostrogoths, Rome again became the principal Italian mint. During the mid-6th c. A.D.
Byzantine Emperor Justinian reconquered Italy, and Byzantine coins were struck there until the
Exarchate fell in 751 A.D. Byzantine rule in Sicily, along with the issue of Byzantine bronze
and gold coins, continued for a hundred years more until the island fell to the Arabs in 878 A.D.
4.

The Early Middle Ages

After defeating the Byzantines, the Germanic Lombards controlled the Italian peninsula,
striking their own coinage patterned on Byzantine and Frankish coins. The Papacy also began
striking its own coins during the period. Charlemagne conquered the Lombards in 774 A.D. In
781 A.D., deniers (derived from the Roman “denarii”) featuring Christian symbols began to be
struck, distinct only in their mint names from Frankish originals. Carolingian mints in Italy
included Milan, Pavia, Treviso, Tuscany, Lucca and Venice.
In the 10th-12th centuries, these Northern Italian mints continued in operation under
German Emperors while Venice began striking its own coinage. Subsequently, civic coinages
that copied German Imperial types began to be struck at not only Venice, but Genoa, Susa,
Asti, Aquilea, Bologna, Emilia Reggio, Pisa and Siena.
In the South, coinage was even more confused with Islamic Arab issues circulating
along with Northern Italian, Byzantine and Benventian coinage. Unlike the situation in the
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North where use of silver predominated, coins of bronze, gold and silver was used in the
South.
In the 11th c. the Scandinavian Normans, who arrived first as mercenaries, soon took
over much of S. Italy and Sicily. They struck gold, silver and bronze coins with attractive
designs combining both Christian and Arabic elements. They also used coins imported from
their “cousins” in Normandy in France. They were ultimately replaced by Germanic rulers who
continued issuing attractive coinage. In particular, Emperor Frederik II (1197-1250 A.D.), King
of Germany, King of Sicily, and Holy Roman Emperor, issued a spectacular new coin, the gold
Augustalis, which featured a Roman style bust of the Emperor on the obverse and an imperial
eagle on the reverse.
5.

The Late Middle Ages

There was a massive increase in the production of coins in Italy as the result of a great
commercial expansion in the12th century as well as access to new supplies of silver and gold.
In addition to a host of local issues, coins struck in the name of French and Spanish kings for
their Italian possessions, gold Florentine “florins” and gold Venetian “ducats” were issued in
massive numbers and used for international trade as were silver and gold coins issued by the
Kingdoms of Naples and Sicily. The “florin” and “ducat” were so popular that they were widely
copied. In particular, the kings of Hungary—who controlled rich gold mines-- struck massive
numbers of coins clearly based on the florin’s design.
6.

The Renaissance to the Modern Period

Renaissance and later coinage reflected classical ideals as well as the increasing
wealth brought on by expanded trade and access to vast amounts of gold and silver from
Spanish Colonies in the New World. Realistic portraiture appeared on coins along with large
denomination silver and gold coins. During this period, the Venetian Republic continued to
issue large numbers of coins, but other cities were gradually subsumed into Hapsburg Milan to
the North, the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily to the South, Piedmont-Savoy, and the Papal
states. After the Kingdom of Italy was declared in 1860, coinage was unified with the mint at
Rome again becoming the predominant mint in the country. Today, only the micro states of
San Marino and Vatican City still issue their own coins, but even these are struck at the Italian
State Mint in Rome.
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B.

Where Do Coins Come From?

Ancient and Medieval coins have been found in great numbers for millennia. In an era
without modern banks, people during these periods typically buried their savings in hoards,
many of which were never retrieved, leaving them to be found to even to this day. Most coins
found in collectable condition come from such hoards found in pots or other containers that
may contain hundreds, if not thousands, of coins. These containers protect the coins from
corrosion due to contact with the soil. In an era before modern banking, people typically buried
their savings in secret locations. If they did not return to claim them, those coins remained
hidden until found by chance or design. Large savings and accumulation hoards are often
found outside the archeological stratum.3 In contrast, coins archeologists typically find are
“small change” of bronze that is likely corroded due to exposure to the elements.4
Beginning in the Renaissance, it is much less likely coins that have survived to the
present were recovered from buried hoards. Rather, such coins were either passed down as
keepsakes or held for long periods of time as stores of wealth before entering the collector
market. Interestingly, many historic gold coins do not have monetary values greatly exceeding
their intrinsic or “melt” value. For example, a Venetian gold ducat of Doge Antonio Veniero
(1382-1400 AD) recently sold for $3205 when its “melt value” was $190.00.
C.

Collectors and Professional Numismatists

During the Middle Ages, any ancient coin that was discovered was likely to be melted
for bullion, but some coins escaped the melting pot to be incorporated into jewelry or religious
art. The situation began to change during the 14th Century when discoveries of Greek and
Roman coins in Italy helped spark the Renaissance. Numismatics, the study of coins, began
during this period. It remains one of the few academic endeavors where ideas are exchanged
freely among collectors, academics and museum professionals.
See Mary Washington College Presents Symposium on Ancient Numismatics, ANS Magazine 8, 11 (Spring
2002) (hereinafter Mary Washington Symposium) (“Coins recovered in good condition from containers, like those
found in savings and accumulation hoards, are only found infrequently at archaeological sites.”).
3

4 See e.g., John H. Kroll with Alan Walker, The Athenian Agora XXVI The Greek Coins 1 (American School of
Classical Studies at Athens 1993) (“In comparison with museum or hoard specimens, it is in the area of absolute
metrology that the Agora specimens are most deficient. Most are worn to some degree; almost all are found in a
heavily corroded state.”); Theodore Buttrey, Kenan Erim, Thomas Groves, and R. Ross Holloway, Morgantina
Studies II The Coins at xi (Princeton University Press 1989) (“The coins found at Morgantina are most entirely of
bronze, as is usual in most excavations. The metal, less durable than gold or silver, has suffered not only from
wear during the circulating life of the coins, but from the corrosive action of the soil, so that many have remained
illegible even after cleaning.”).

See CNG E-sale 403, lot 723 available at https://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=341640 (last visited May 13,
2020).
5
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Today, an estimated 5,000 small businesses sell to an estimated 7-10 million people
who seriously collect coins in the United States.6 There are probably more ancient coin
dealers and collectors in Europe (including Italy), where numismatics enjoys a long and
illustrious history. Not surprisingly, then, most international numismatic trade takes place
between the United States and various countries within Europe. As part of this trade,
professional numismatists buy and sell coins amongst themselves for resale or sell directly to
collectors and numismatic institutions on either continent. While the dollar value of these
transactions is not large when compared with the antiquities market as a whole, the
numismatic trade is extensive in that many thousands of historical coins travel back and forth
across the Atlantic Ocean each year.
Archaeologists and others not familiar with ancient coin collecting often ask why most
ancient coins lack a provenance. First, few coins were photographed before the widespread
use of digital photography starting in the 1990’s given the time and expense involved. Second,
until the widespread use of digital photography and the ability to bid electronically drastically
increased the number of coins sold at auction, most coins were sold at coin stores, coin
shows, or from paper price lists frequently produced in very small numbers. Even for auctions,
before digital technology was used, most coins were merely listed, not pictured. Typically only
about a quarter of coins in auctions predating the 1990’s may be pictured, a very small part of
the market. Most coins were instead purchased at coin fairs and from coin stores with an
invoice, but one which did not picture the coin. Moreover, because older provenances were
not that important, they were often not included in auction catalogues, except for coins from
famous collections.7 Finally, it is not surprising that most historical coins have lost their
provenance over time. There simply was no reason to keep such information in most cases,
and even now, there is no legal requirement either here or in Europe to keep the documentary
history of coins in one’s collection. This is particularly true of most Roman Republican, and
Imperial issues. Given their great numbers and generally low values, few such coins are
provenanced, even where they are fine enough to appear at auction.

Jeff Garrett, Coin Collecting: How Large is the Rare Coin Market? (Dec. 19, 2013) available at
https://coinweek.com/education/coin-collecting-large-rare-coin-market/ (last visited May 21, 2020); David B.
Wilkerson, How to Follow the Money in Rare Coin Collecting (Market Watch September 6, 2012) available at
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-to-follow-the-money-in-rare-coin-collecting-2012-09-06 (last visited May
21, 2020). Most coin collectors probably have at least one ancient Roman coin. In addition, there are probably
50,000 or so serious ancient coin collectors in the United States.
6

7 For a discussion about the use of new facial recognition technology to recover old provenances for coins and its
limitations, see Peter K. Tompa, Rediscovering Old Provenances for Ancient Coins, Cultural Property News (June
2, 2020), available at https://culturalpropertynews.org/rediscovering-old-provenances-for-ancient-coins/ (last
visited June 10, 2020).
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D.

The Law, Past Actions on Coins, and Their Impact

The CPIA contains significant procedural and substantive constraints on the executive
authority to impose import restrictions on cultural goods. Import restrictions may only be
applied to archaeological artifacts of “cultural significance” “first discovered within” and “subject
to the export control” of a specific UNESCO State Party. 19 U.S.C § 2601. There must be
some finding that the cultural patrimony of the UNESCO State Party is in jeopardy. Id. § 2602.
They must be part of a “concerted international response” “of similar restrictions” of other
market nations, and can only be applied after less onerous “self-help” measures are tried. Id.
They must also be consistent with the general interest of the international community in the
interchange of cultural property among nations for scientific, cultural, and educational
purposes. Id.
Congress placed these constraints on executive power hoping to ensure that the United
States exercises its “independent judgment” in such matters. As the Senate Committee
Report explains,
The Committee intends these limitations to ensure that the United States will
reach an independent judgment regarding the need and scope of import controls.
That is, U.S. actions need not be coextensive with the broadest declarations of
ownership and historical or scientific value made by other nations.
U.S. actions in these complex matters should not be bound by the
characterization of other countries, and these other countries should have the
benefit of knowing what minimum showing is required to obtain the full range of
U.S. cooperation authorized by this bill.
Senate Report 97-564 at 6 (1982).
CPAC is to contribute to this effort by providing the executive with useful advice about
this process. The CPIA contemplates that CPAC is to recommend whether import restrictions
are appropriate as a general matter and also specifically whether they should be placed on
particular types of cultural goods. Id. § 2605.
No import restrictions were imposed on coins for some twenty-five (25) years after the
CPIA came into law. This is not surprising. Ancient, Medieval, and other pre-modern coins
are items of commerce making it difficult for modern nation states to claim them as their
“cultural property.” They are widely collected, including in Italy and several other countries with
MOU’s with the United States. Indeed, Mark Feldman, the State Department Deputy Legal
Adviser, represented to Congress that “it would be hard…to imagine a case” where coins
would be restricted under what would become the CPIA. Cultural Property Treaty Legislation:
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Hearing on H.R. 3403 Before the H. Subcomm. on Trade of the Comm. on Ways and Means,
96th Cong. 8 (1979).
In the past, CPAC also has recommended against import restrictions on coins. Initially
those recommendations were followed; however, as the late CPAC Chairman Jay Kislak
stated in a court declaration that in 2007, CPAC recommended against import restrictions on
Cypriot coins, but the State Department rejected that recommendation and then misled the
Congress and the public about it. Even more troublingly, that decision was made by the
Assistant Secretary, ECA Dina Powell after she accepted a job at financial power house
Goldman Sachs, where she was recruited by and worked directly for the spouse of the founder
of the Antiquities Coalition, an advocacy group that has worked assiduously to promote MOUs
with China and MENA countries.8 Now, thirteen (13) years later, there are now restrictions on
coins made in Algeria, Cyprus, China, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Syria, Egypt, Libya, Jordan, and
Yemen with additional restrictions possible for Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey.
The 2011 imposition of new import restrictions on Greek, Etruscan, early Republican
and early Imperial colonial and municipal issues “of Italian types” was highly controversial. In
making its decision, the State Department: (1) changed the two-time precedent of 2001 and
2006 allowing for an exemption, though there had been no material change in the underlying
facts; (2) ignored the vast majority of the public comments to CPAC against such restrictions;9

8

See Antiquities Coalition’s #CultureUnderThreat Conference, The Antiquities Coalition (September 12, 2016)
available at https://theantiquitiescoalition.org/antiquities-coalitions-cultureunderthreat-conference/ (last visited
December 26, 2019). Recently, information has come to light that raises the question whether these advocacy
efforts have been leveraged to benefit the Antiquities Coalition’s founder’s for profit business. See
https://www.basilinna.com/insights/press-release-edelman-and-basilinna-partner-to-offer-integrated-china-andmiddle-east-focused-public-affairs-and-communications-services (last visited December 26, 2019). Moreover, it
should be noted that the Antiquities Coalition 990 for 2017 indicates that the Coalition has received U.S.
Government funding to support State Department efforts to close the U.S. border to “illicit antiquities” from MENA
countries. From various sources, IAPN believes that the Coalition maintains that any undocumented antiquity
(including coins) is also “illicit.” Therefore, in addition to advocating for the U.S. State Department imposition of
import restrictions, the Coalition receives U.S. government funding for publicizing such import restrictions to the
public.
An analysis prepared in conjunction with CPAC’s 2010 review counted over 1900 comments (mostly from coin
collectors) either opposed to the MOU or to the extension of import restrictions to coins. In contrast, only about
100 comments supported the MOU, and, of those, a mere 13 sought restrictions on “coins of Italian type.” The
final number of comments today will likely be far fewer today because of the widespread public perception that the
State Department could not care less what collectors and the small businesses of the numismatic trade think.
Though some may applaud this development, low public confidence combined with the increasing public
perception that the State Department is running little more than a special interest program for politically connected
archaeologists does not bode well for CPAC’s future.
9
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(3) ignored bipartisan concerns raised in Congress;10 (4) imposed requirements that only
discriminated against American collectors and the small businesses of the numismatic trade;
and (5) issued impossible to comply with documentation requirements at the very moment
President Obama promised to scale back job-killing regulations.11 As a result of this decision
to apply new import restrictions to coins “of Italian types,” CPAC member Robert Korver, who
indicated that CPAC was never consulted on the change, resigned in protest.12
This decision has had severe, practical consequences for collectors and the small
businesses of the numismatic trade. Import restrictions make it impossible for Americans to
legally import collectors’ coins widely and legally available worldwide. Foreign sellers are
typically unwilling or unable to certify that the coin in question (which can retail as little as $1)
left a specific UNESCO State Party before restrictions were imposed as required by the CPIA
and U.S. Customs and Border Protection rules. The cumulative impact of import restrictions
has drastically limited Americans’ abilities to purchase historical coins from abroad and has
negatively impacted the cultural understanding and people to people contacts that collecting
fosters.
C. The Renewal
If approved, this will be the fourth renewal of import restrictions, first promulgated on
January 23, 2001. Any renewal would extend import restrictions for another 5 years, making a
total of 25 years Americans have had to endure significant constraints on their ability to import
cultural goods made in Italy in ancient times. Meanwhile, whatever the decision, Italian
collectors, like their E.U. counterparts, will continue to enjoy collecting the exact same sorts of
coins embargoed since 2011.

10 Letter from the Hon. Paul Ryan to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, dated Sept. 27, 2010 (bipartisan
correspondence joined by eleven other House members expressing concerns about MOUs with China, Cyprus
and Italy as well as restrictions on coins) (attached as Exhibit (“Ex.”) A); Letter from the Hon. Ileana RosLehntinen, Ranking Republican Member on House Foreign Relations Committee to the Hon. Hillary Clinton, dated
June 30, 2010 (attached as Ex. B) (letter from ranking Republican member on House Foreign Relations
Committee requesting a review of decisions to include coins on designated lists of Cyprus and China and
opposed to their inclusion in Italian import restrictions).
11 See Barak Obama, Toward a 21st Century Regulatory System, The Wall Street Journal (Jan. 18, 2011)
available at http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748703396604576088272112103698 (last visited June
18, 2020).
12

Letter from Robert B. Korver to Pres. Barak Obama (Feb. 18, 2011) (attached as Ex. C).
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II.

Analysis

CPAC must consider whether the factors that justified the initial agreement with Italy still
obtain before an extension can be recommended. 19 U.S.C. § 2602 (e). After some 20 years,
any benefit of import restrictions first imposed in 2001 on other cultural goods is now
outweighed by their negative impact on people to people contacts and the appreciation of
Italian culture collecting brings. Accordingly, CPAC should advocate for a renewed MOU that
focuses exclusively on facilitating cultural exchange. Current import restrictions, particularly on
coins, should be allowed to lapse. Under no circumstances should there be new restrictions
on late Roman Republican, Roman Imperial and later Italian coins. In particular, late Roman
Republican and Roman Imperial coins circulated throughout Europe, the Middle East and even
parts of Asia. They belong not to Italy, but to the world. Moreover, CPAC should condition the
renewal of any MOU on Italy keeping its prior commitment to facilitate the export of coins
openly available for sale within Italy itself. Finally, if restrictions are retained, cultural exchange
should be facilitated by allowing legal entry of coins on the designated list that are lawfully
exported from any E.U. member state either accompanied by an E.U. export certificate or
official documentation from a competent authority showing no such E.U. export certificate is
necessary under local law.
A. Coins Should Be Delisted and No New Restrictions on Late Roman Republican
and Roman Imperial Coins Should Be Contemplated.
Although the State Department has claimed otherwise13, the CPIA itself contemplates
that CPAC will play an important role in ascertaining what types of objects ultimately appear on
the designated list. See CPIA, 19 U.S.C. § 2605 (f) (4) (B) (CPAC report shall list “such
archaeological or ethnological material of the State Party, specified by type or such other
classification as the Committee deems appropriate, which should be covered by such
agreement or action.”). Accord S. Rep. No. 97-564 (1982) at 8 (“The Secretary [of the
Treasury] [now U.S. Customs and Border Protection] will consult with the Director of the United
States Information Agency [now Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Educational and Cultural
Affairs] before promulgating such a lists [sic], as the latter is responsible for servicing the work
of the Advisory Committee that is expected to contribute heavily to the composition of the
list.”). Here, CPAC should recommend that current coins on the designated lists be removed
In its test case, the Ancient Coin Collectors Guild (“ACCG”) alleged, based on the sworn testimony of Jay
Kislak, CPAC’s former Chairman, that CPAC recommended against import restrictions on Cypriot coins, but the
State Department and U.S. Customs imposed them anyway and then misled the Congress and the public about it.
In response, the State Department argued that CPAC’s role is limited to making recommendations as to the
general findings found in 19 U.S.C. § 2602(a). However, the courts did not reach the merits of the dispute,
instead holding that the ACCG was not entitled to judicial review of State Department and U.S. Customs decisionmaking. See Ancient Coin Collectors Guild, 698 F.3d 171, 175 (4th Cir. 2012).
13
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and that no new restrictions be contemplated against late Roman Republican, Roman Imperial
and later coins.
1. The “First Discovery” Requirement Must Apply.
First, CPAC cannot properly conclude that all the coin types that were placed on the
designated list in 2011 are only found in the confines of modern day Italy, a prerequisite under
the CPIA.19 U.S.C.§ 2601(2)(c). At a minimum, the current designated list should be reviewed
closely to ascertain whether the coins on it circulated outside Italy. If so, they should be
delisted.
The current designated list takes in ALL Greek coin types struck in Italy and Sicily, ALL
Etruscan coin types struck Italy, ALL early Roman Republican coin types, and ALL municipal
and Roman colonial coin types struck in Italy and Sicily.14 There appears to have been
absolutely no effort whatsoever to ascertain whether such coins are only found within the
confines of the modern Italian nation state or not.15
14The

current designated list restricts the following coins:

a. Lumps of bronze (Aes Rude)— Irregular lumps of bronze used as an early medium of exchange in Italy from
the 9th century B.C.
b. Bronze bars (Ramo Secco and Aes Signatum)—Cast bronze bars (whole or cut) used as a media of exchange
in central Italy and Etruria from the 5th century B.C.
c. Cast coins (Aes Grave)—Cast bronze coins of Rome, Etruscan, and Italian cities from the 4th century B.C.
d. Struck coins—Struck coins of the Roman Republic and Etruscan cities produced in gold, silver, and bronze
from the 3rd century B.C. to c. 211 B.C., including the ‘‘Romano-Campanian’’ coinage.
e. Struck colonial coinage—Struck bronze coins of Roman republican and early imperial colonies and municipia in
Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia from the 3rd century B.C. to c. A.D. 37.
f. Coins of the Greek cities—Coins of the Greek cities in the southern Italian peninsula and in Sicily (Magna
Graecia), cast or struck in gold, silver, and bronze, from the late 6th century B.C. to c. 200 B.C.
See 76 Fed. Reg. 3012, 3013 (Jan. 19, 2011).
These restrictions depend on sleight of hand. Members of the archaeological lobby have contended that
ancient coins struck thousands of years ago in a given country also must have circulated "predominantly" there,
making restrictions on them lawful. However, this claim is wholly dependent on a limited data set about finds of
mostly locally issued bronze coins at certain Greco-Roman archaeological sites. Even here, coins issued
elsewhere account for more than a quarter of the finds. F. de Callatay, “Greek Coins from Archaeological
Excavations: A Conspectuses and a Call for Chronological Tables,” in P. van Alfen, (ed.), Agoranomia: Studies
in Money and Exchange Presented to John H. Kroll (New York, 2006), pp. 184-185.
15
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This failure to comply with the CPIA’s plain meaning is all the more troubling because
IAPN provided CPAC with an academic study in conjunction with the 2011 renewal entitled
“”Italian Type” Coin Finds Beyond the Border of the Italian Republic” that (hereinafter “Finds
Study”), which was resubmitted in conjunction with the 2016 Renewal. (See Peter K. Tompa,
IAPN and PNG Submission on Renewal of Italian MOU (April 8, 2015), Ex. A, available at
https://www.academia.edu/12128531/IAPN_and_PNG_Submission_on_Renewal_of_Italian_M
OU_April_8_2015_ (last visited June 29, 2020).) Yet, without CPAC’s advice or consent, the
State Department and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) nonetheless placed
restrictions on all such coins anyway.
Even if there is no sentiment to delist all these coins, import restrictions on Greek
cultural goods (that were imposed later in 2011) should be a guide for the Greek coins of Italy
and Sicily. While far from strictly adhering to the statutory mandate, those restrictions at least
make some effort to distinguish coins that only circulated locally from larger denominations
(stater, tetradrachm and gold) which acted as trade coins, circulating far and wide based on
their intrinsic value in precious metal.16 As precious metal coins, these coins are also far less
likely to be found at archaeological sites within Italy or Sicily as compared to local, bronze
issues. Here, even if all coins are not delisted, CPAC should recommend that list of restricted
Italo-Sicilian Greek coins be made consistent with the Greek designated list so that larger
denomination coins—which were probably largely struck to pay mercenaries from all over the
Celtic and Greek worlds-- are freed from restrictions.
Whatever may be said about the circulation of Greek coins struck in Italy and Sicily
must be said with an exclamation point for later Roman Republican and Roman Imperial coins.
(See REPORT ON ROMAN REPUBLICAN AND ROMAN IMPERIAL COINS
Prepared on behalf of the International Association of Professional Numismatists
In any event, the CPIA calls for much more. Import restrictions only apply to “designated archaeological material”
under 19 U.S.C. § 2606. This “designated archaeological material” is that “covered by an agreement” and
“listed” under Section 2604. 19 U.S.C. § 2601 (7). Section 2604 states that CBP and/or the Treasury Department
“may list this such material by type or other appropriate classification, but each listing made under this section
shall be sufficiently specific and precise to insure that (1) the import restrictions under Section 2606 are applied
only to the archaeological . . . material covered by the agreement . . . ; and (2) fair notice is given to importers . . .
as to what material is subject to such restrictions.” 19 U.S.C. § 2604 (emphasis added). The word “only”
emphasizes the requirement that “designated archaeological material” must be only that covered by the
agreement, i.e., “first discovered within” and “subject to export control by, the State Party.” 19 U.S.C. § 2601 (2).
The word “shall” emphasizes the mandatory nature of this Congressional direction; there is simply no discretion
allowed. See, e.g., Black's Law Dictionary 1407 (8th ed. 2004) (defining "shall" as "has a duty to; more broadly,
is required to"). Under the CPIA, the proper standard is not whether a coin type “predominantly” circulated within
the confines of a given, modern nation state, but whether it can only be found there.
16

See 76 Fed. Reg. 74691, 74693 (Dec. 1, 2011).
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For the United States Cultural Property Advisory Committee (June 26, 2020) (“2020 IAPN
Numismatic Report”) (attached separately). As set forth in more depth there, given the
huge numbers minted, it is not at all surprising that Roman Imperial coins from Italian mints
can be found in large numbers in countries such as Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Israel, Latvia,
Libya, Luxembourg, Morocco, The Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovinia, Slovakia,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. (Id. at 15-16.)
Moreover, as further set forth in that report, Roman Imperial Coins made at Italian mints are a
distinct minority of such coins as compared to those found elsewhere. (Id. at 14.) (“Of the
2,199 hoards mapped in CHRE, only 62 (2.8%) were found within the borders of the
Republic of Italy.”)
In sum, it absolutely makes no sense whatsoever to restrict Roman Imperial coins17 in
all metals, given their wide circulation pattern, let alone the sheer numbers extent, and their
wide availability in legal markets abroad. These were the stuff of a great Empire, not coins that
circulated exclusively in Italy.
While later coinage is more complicated, certain issue like those of Venice, Florence,
and the Kingdoms of Naples and Sicily were also struck in massive numbers for international
trade.18
2.

Most Historical Coins Lack “Cultural Significance.”

Second, it is hard to claim with a straight face that “Italian” historical coins—which
probably exist in the millions—are of cultural significance, a prerequisite for restrictions. The
CPIA requires that restricted archaeological artifacts be of “cultural significance.” CPIA, 19
U.S.C. § 2601 (2) (C) (i) (I). The State Department has misapplied this “cultural significance”
It should be noted that while in the past import restrictions have been imposed on provincial coins from Roman
mints and on a few local emergency issues, such coins are distinct from Roman Imperial coins. In contrast to
provincial coins, which circulated locally or regionally, Roman Imperial coins, which display Latin legends, were
struck in a limited number of denominations (gold aureus, silver denarius, bronze sestertius etc.), but on a vast
scale, primarily at the Mint of Rome, but also branch mints including Milan, Ostia, and Ravenna in present day
Italy. Unlike provincial issues, these coins were meant to circulate throughout the entire Roman Empire.
17

Coins struck by the Venetian Republic had especially wide circulation. Alan M. Stahl, Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the
Middle Ages (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000), pp. 201-223 and Appendix B (pp. 428-464) shows that out
of 136 recorded finds, 83 (61%) have been found outside of Italy distributed through 16 countries (Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Germany, Greece, India, Lebanon, North Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, Switzerland, Syria, Turkey, Ukraine,
United Kingdom). He also points out the great impact the ducat had on other gold coinages of fourteenth century, citing
numerous European imitations. The Venetian silver grosso and ducats were also so influential that, according to the
contemporary Florentine political leader, Nicolo Frescobaldi, they were the only European coins accepted in Egypt and Syria
under the Islamic Mamluk dynasty.
18
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requirement when it comes to Italian coins. The huge numbers of such coins extant (probably
millions) strongly argues against them being considered of “cultural significance.”
Archaeologists have claimed that coins are “culturally significant” as dating tools at
archaeological sites, but such an “archaeological significance” test finds little support in the
CPIA. For “archaeological material” to be restricted, it must be both of “archaeological interest”
and “cultural significance.” CPIA, 19 U.S.C. § 2601 (2). While the use of coins that are
“archaeological material” for dating at some sites may give them “archaeological interest,” that
in itself cannot also make them of “cultural significance” without doing violence to statutory
intent. In any event, coins make poor dating tools because many circulated for hundreds of
years.
Finally, to the extent there is any effort to extend restrictions to more recent coins, such
coins fail to meet the threshold requirements that are necessary for them to be subject to
restrictions as a class under the CPIA. Renaissance and later coins are not archaeological in
nature; they either fail to meet the 250 year threshold requirement for objects of archeological
interest and/or are not “normally discovered” within the ground. See 19 U.S.C. § 2601 (2) (A)
(C) (i) (II) (III). Nor do these coins meet the definition of ethnological objects. Id. § 2601 (2)
(B) (C) (ii).
3.

Italy’s Numismatic Heritage is Not Endangered

Specifically as to coins, CPAC must ask itself whether Italy’s cultural patrimony is in
danger when coin types exist in multiples and there are likely hundreds, if not thousands, of
examples already extant in Italian museum collections. 19 U.S.C. § 2602 (a) (1) (A).
Moreover, the Italian state must not feel that its cultural patrimony as to such coins is in danger
because it tolerates their sale and collecting internally. Indeed, Italy’s own internal market for
ancient coins of the sort on the designated list is vast. Italy’s Professional Numismatic
Association (Numismatici Italiani Professionisi) has well over 100 members, many of whom sell
ancient coins. See http://www.numismaticinip.it/ (last visited April 30, 2020). IAPN itself has 6
Italian members, some of which deal in ancient coins.
4.

There is No Concerted International Response on Coins

It is impossible to assume that the “concerted international response” requirement is
met with respect to such coins. Coins struck in Italy are widely traded as collector’s pieces and
curiosities worldwide. Indeed, “Italian” coins are widely available for sale, especially in Europe,
and IAPN is not aware of any impediment to their import into the E.U. or sale within the E.U.
itself. Although the E.U. Parliament has passed what appear to be draconian limits on the
imports of cultural goods into the E.U., they do not apply to items that originated in the E.U.
itself, like Italian coins. Accordingly, restrictions on American collectors and small businesses
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will do little, if anything, to limit any damage to Italian cultural artifacts. Instead, they will just
move our trade abroad to Europe and the burgeoning markets of the Middle East and Asia.
5.

Recent Arguments for Import Restrictions on Roman Imperial Coins Have
No Merit.

Proponents for import restrictions on Roman Imperial coins made the following claims in
the context of the Turkish MOU hearing: (1) Coins primarily found (defined as over 51%) in a
given country should be subject to import restrictions; (2) there are enough MOU’s covering
coins that all coins, including Roman Imperial ones, should be covered; and (3) Import
restrictions are a “consumer protection” measure. All these claims lack merit.
a.

The Claim that Coins that “Primarily” Circulated in an Area Should be
Restricted.

Dr. Nathan Elkins has often claimed that coins that “primarily” circulated in a given area
should be restricted. During the recent CPAC hearing on Turkey, he suggested that this
meant that if 51% of a given coin type circulated within a given country, it should be restricted.
At this juncture, there are no import restrictions on Later Roman Republican (post 211 B.C.)
and Roman Imperial coins. Nor would there be a basis for restrictions under this proposed test
as scholarly evidence shows that later Roman Republican and Roman Imperial coins are not
primarily found within the confines of modern day Italy, but instead are found in great numbers
throughout the boundaries of the Roman Empire and beyond, particularly where legions were
stationed. (2020 IAPN Numismatic Report at 2-16.)
In any event, this formulation is statutorily deficient. The underlying issue is a
fundamental one that goes to jurisdictional issues. Nation States only have a right to control
that which is found within their own territory. The Cultural Property Implementation Act (CPIA)
recognizes as much because it limits its coverage to items “first discovered within” and “subject
to export control by” the State Party. 19 U.S.C. § 2601 (2) (A) (C). For restrictions to apply, an
item must be actually found and actually subject to the export control of a State Party. One
cannot simply assume an item “primarily found there” was necessarily found there so it would
be subject to that country’s export control.
b.

The Argument that There are Enough MOUs Covering Coins that all Coins
(Including Roman Imperial Issues) Should be Covered.

This argument is a variation of the first argument above. The reality is even if you could
ignore where a particular coin was “first discovered,” it remains uncontested that Roman coins
circulated in a host of countries most of which no MOU has been completed.
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There are 39 countries where Roman Imperial coins from Italian mints circulated in
quantity. These include: (1) Austria; (2) Belgium; (3) Bulgaria; (4) Croatia; (5) Cyprus; (6)
Czech Republic; (7) Egypt; (8) France; (9) Germany; (10) Greece; (11) Hungary; (12)
India;(13) Israel; (14) Latvia; (15) Libya; (16) Luxembourg; (17) Morocco; (18) The
Netherlands; (19) Poland; (20) Romania; (21) Serbia; (22) Slovenia; (23) Slovakia; (24) Spain;
(25) Sweden; (26) Switzerland; (27) Syria; (28) Tunisia; (29) Turkey, and (30) the United
Kingdom.
Moreover, the biggest market countries for ancient coins, the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, and Switzerland, are all source countries, and the EU Countries for which import
restrictions have been granted (Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece and Italy) are obliged under E.U.
rules to respect the rights of Germany and other EU market countries to export undocumented
Roman coins.
c.

Import restrictions are a “Consumer Protection” Measure.

It has been claimed that import restrictions are really a “consumer protection” measure
because they keep U.S. collectors from buying recently looted material. However, restrictions
as applied by U.S. Customs are grossly overbroad, and embargo entry of coins on legal
markets abroad in Europe that collectors in E.U. countries for which import restrictions have
been granted can purchase at will.
B.

Any Renewal Should Facilitate Cultural Exchange By Allowing Legal
Import with E.U. Documentation.

Import restrictions were never meant to be permanent. Rather, they are aimed at
cutting market demand to allow time for a source country to get its own house in order. In one
sense this has worked. In the past 20 years, Italy has mounted aggressive police actions that
have greatly diminished looting in the country. Yet, all this enforcement effort has done little to
actually protect Italy's "cultural patrimony." During this same period, gross under-funding,
bureaucratic ineptitude and corruption have hamstrung Italy's own care for even major sites
like Pompeii.19 And at the same time, promises of long term loans to museums made by
Hugo Gye, £90 Million Project to Restore Pompeii Overshadowed by Claims Officials Gave Corrupt Payouts to
Contractors “Linked to the Mafia, The Daily Mail (Feb. 7, 2013) available at
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2274859/90million-project-restore-Pompeii-overshadowed-claims-officialsgave-corrupt-payouts-contractors-linked-mafia.html (last visited June 18, 2020). While all the negative publicity
has recently encouraged the Italian cultural bureaucracy to attempt to clean up its act at Pompeii, Italy’s cultural
sector remains grossly underfunded resulting in the abandonment of many historical structures. Lorenzo Tondo,
Italy’s New Ruins: Heritage Cites Being Lost to Neglect and Looting, The Guardian (May 28, 2019), available at
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/may/28/italys-new-ruins-heritage-sites-being-lost-to-neglect-and-looting
(last visited June 18, 2020).
19
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Rome as a quid pro quo for import restrictions have faded with devolution of power to regions
such as Sicily. So, it would seem any minimal benefits that import restrictions have provided
are now far outweighed by the damage they do to legitimate collecting and the appreciation of
Italian culture and people to people contacts it brings.
Others may address site preservation and museum issues in their own comments.20
However, there is another area where CPAC can help encourage cultural exchange. As an
additional quid pro quo for all prior MOUs, Italy promised to work towards facilitating the
issuance of export certificates for archaeological objects artifacts legitimately sold within Italy
itself.21 Unfortunately, this has not happened over the past 20 years, and instead, IAPN
members report that Italian export certificates are now far more difficult to procure now for
ancient coins than ever before. Indeed, under recent Italian export procedures, ancient
coins cannot be exported without proof (that simply does not exist for most coins) that
they were in private collections before 1909, the date of Italy’s first real patrimony law.
How could a MOU provision meant to facilitate lawful trade between small businesses
and collectors in the United States and Italy instead end up justifying a further crack down on
trade? Is it possible behind the scenes changes to the wording of the agreement with Italy are
responsible? The original MOU signed under the Clinton Administration and the 2006 renewal
under the Bush Administration made it clear that all legal trade was to be facilitated. According
to those instruments:
F. The Government of the United States of America acknowledges
the efforts by the Government of the Republic of Italy in recent
years to revise and strengthen the laws concerning the export of
archaeological artifacts, and to improve the efficiency of Ute system
to release certificates of exportation. The Government of the
Republic of Italy shall continue to examine new ways to facilitate
the export of archaeological items legitimately sold within Italy.
2001 MOU, Art. II, F; 2006 Extension, Art. II, F.
Unfortunately, this wording changed under the Obama Administration. Indeed, the
wording of Art. II, G of the 2011 and 2016 MOU extensions may have instead encouraged this

As originally set forth in IAPN 2010 paper and updated here, Italy’s stewardship of its public numismatic
collections leaves much to be desired. (2020 IAPN Numismatic Paper at 17-29.) In Italy as in America,
numismatics depends on a healthy private sector to help fund numismatic research.
20
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2001 MOU, Art. II, F; 2006 Extension, Art. II, F; 2011 Extension, Art. II, G; 2016 Extension, Art. II, G.
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new “hard line.” Instead of encouraging all legal trade, these MOU’s assume legal exports
depend on a showing of “verified” legal provenance. They state,
G. Noting that the law of the Italian Republic, as it currently stands, allows
the purchase of archaeological objects of verified legal provenance, the
Government of the Italian Republic and the Government of the United
States will continue to discuss and explore ways to facilitate further the
final legal export of such objects.
2011 Extension, Art. II, G. 2016 Extension, Art. II, G.
As indicated above, “verified” provenances for ancient coins rarely exist, particularly
reaching back to before 1970. Indeed, the numbers of coins with verifiable provenances
dating before 1909 must in fact be infinitesimal. Moreover, while Italy’s patrimony laws declare
items found within the ground after 1909 state property, it is a major leap in logic to maintain
such a law also requires all items on the legal Italian market to have verified provenances back
to 1909, and, we are not aware of any such draconian construction being applied to ancient
coins for sale within Italy itself.
Indeed, such a provision in a MOU with Italy makes absolutely no sense when
undocumented coins identical to those already on the Italian designated list are openly and
legally sold within Italy, where such coins can travel freely back and forth between European
collectors, and where such coins can be legally exported from E.U. member states either with
or without licenses, depending on local law. Given Italy’s failure to ease export controls,
CPAC should: (1) require Italy to issue export licenses for all coins openly available for
sale within Italy itself absent proof they are the products of recent, illicit digs; and (2)
recommend that CBP accept proof of lawful export from any E.U. member state22 to help
facilitate the legal import of coins “of Italian types” also legitimately for sale within Italy.
Such a recommendation honors the Italian MOUs’ original intent to facilitate lawful
export and is consistent with E.U. law, which, of course, Italy recognizes as its own
law.23 This can be simply accomplished by adding both requirements to any renewal.
See Council Regulation (EC) No 116/2009, available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32009R0116 (last visited May 21, 2020). It is IAPN’s understanding that a
number of E.U. countries have construed Article 2.2 of the Regulation to allow for the export of ancient coins
without an E.U. export certificate as objects of limited archaeological or scientific interest.
22

23 According to a recent analysis of Italian cultural heritage law, “The provisions contained in [such] Regulations
were transposed in the Italian Code of Cultural and Landscape Heritage under Arts. 73 seq. and the Directive was
ratified by means of Legislative Decree 7 January 2016, no. 2.” GLOBAL ART AND HERITAGE LAW SERIES:
ITALY & THE EU REPORT at 16 (Committee for Cultural Policy and Trustlaw May 2020), available at
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III.

Conclusion

Any renewal should let current import restrictions on coins, particularly larger
denomination trade coins, to lapse. No new restrictions should be countenanced on late
Roman Republican or Roman Imperial coins or later coins which are not found exclusively in
Italy, or which date from the Renaissance or later, which are not typically archaeological
objects. If some historical coins remain subject to import restrictions, CPAC should also
demand any renewed MOU requires Italy to facilitate issuance of export licenses for coins, and
provides for the legal entry of coins of the sort lawfully available for sale in Italy itself that are
accompanied either by an E.U. export permit or other documentation evidencing legal export
from another E.U. member state.

Sincerely,
/s/
Peter K. Tompa

https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.41/446.70d.myftpupload.com/pdf/CCP-Global-Art-and-Heritage-LawSeries-Italy-And-The-EU.pdf (last visited June 18, 2020).

